DELOITTE’S COUPA ACCELERATORS:

Expedite Your
Procurement
Transformation
Helping you quickly and confidently
realize an agile, scalable solution
For over a decade, Deloitte and Coupa Software have worked
with enterprises across the world to help them transform
their procurement operations and unleash growth and value
across their organizations. Our revolutionary approach and
on-site delivery model helps you rapidly achieve a scalable
procurement solution that allows you to unlock cost savings,
reduce risk, and improve decision-making.
Based on our extensive experience, our time-tested, processdriven methodology, and our close alignment with Coupa,
we developed these Deloitte’s Coupa Accelerators to help
you achieve procurement transformation in months—
not years. We understand what’s at stake, the challenges,
and the pitfalls, and our Accelerators document the leading
practices that have supported Coupa deployments and
procurement transformation for some of the largest and
most complex global enterprises.

Accelerated Transformation,
Sustainable Value
Deloitte’s Coupa accelerators are rooted in our broad
experience and process-driven methodology. They can
help expedite your implementation with:
• A vetted design that provides flexibility and
scalability, developed with Deloitte’s interactive,
agile “workshop” method for engaging stakeholders
• A compressed implementation timeline by fast-tracking
high-stakes decisions and reducing or eliminating the need
for redesign/rework
The result is an end-to-end solution that yields an effective
technology deployment while incorporating relevant business
processes, laying the foundation for sustainable, long-term
procurement success.

Why Deloitte?

Explore Deloitte’s Coupa Accelerators

DEEP EXPERIENCE AND SPECIALIZATION
We have a proven track record of
successful Coupa projects with
enterprise-scale clients, and our senior
leaders are staffed on every project.

Coupa Design Accelerator: Facilitates Coupa technology configuration and
business process design decisions based on Deloitte’s IndustryPrint Sourceto-Pay Process model and the functional technical specification library
Coupa Supplier Enablement Accelerator: Plans and executes a
supplier enablement strategy to support communication, enablement,
and testing activities

COMFORTABLE WITH COMPLEXITY
We work with a range of enterprises,
including some of the largest and
most complex organizations in
the world, and we can guide your
procurement transformation amid
any business complexity.
FOCUSED ON SUSTAINABILITY
We focus on long-term, sustainable
results, not merely a successful go-live.
We help develop the strategies that
enable effective change management,
and we can help you take your team’s
skills and knowledge to the next level.
COMMITTED TO HONESTY
You deserve straightforward information
about what’s really needed to be
successful in your transformation journey.
You can count on us for candid and
tailored insight and advice.

Coupa Integrations Accelerator: Leverages the full capability of the
Coupa platform and incorporates leading practices from other Coupa
implementations and Source-to-Pay business processes
Coupa Compliant Invoicing Accelerator: Designs and processes
considerations when testing and enabling suppliers on the Coupa
Compliant Invoicing tool

Global leaders with a powerful procurement solution
Deloitte is a global leader in supply management strategy consulting,1 procurement
operations consulting,2 and supply chain strategy planning.3 Working closely
with Coupa to implement their leading technology and applications, we can deliver
fully-vetted global designs, accelerated timelines, more efficient processes, and
greater visibility into procurement decisions.
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Ready to begin your transformation?
Please reach out! We value the opportunity to speak with you, to learn about your challenges and goals, and to share more about
how our procurement transformation and Coupa’s technology can help you unleash real results with a bottom-line impact.
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